
Negligence: Breach
Particularise the breach, i.e. D may have breached his/her DOC to P by doing/failing to do X

- There are no degrees of breach
Blyth v Birmingham Waterworks Co (1856) UK

- Negligence is determined by a reasonable person standard. A person is not negligent if
his conduct and precautions conform to the standard obeyed by a prudent or reasonable
person

Establishing the Standard of Care

- SOC against which the D will be assessed

- D isn’t negligent in failing to take precautions against a risk of harm unless, in the

circumstances, a reasonable person in D’s position would’ve taken those precautions (s

48(1)(c))

- OBJECTIVE STANDARD (Vaughan v Menlove)

o Reasonable person is a prudent person (Vaughan)

o Jury’s role to determine questions of facts (Swan)

- Some characteristics of specific D may modify standard applied

o A child will be held to SOC of ordinary child of comparable age (McHale)

o A person with special skills will be held to SOC of reasonable person possessing

those special skills (Phillips v Whitely)

o A person holding themselves out as possessing special skills will be held to the

SOC of a reasonable person possessing those special skills (s 58(a))

 Operate business implying skill, tell people you have skill, identify in way

that implies skill = held to that standard

- Inexperience (Imbree v McNeilly) and mental condition (Carrier v Bonham) won’t

lower the SOC

- Physical disability?

o Little authority. Has been taken into account for contrib neg

o Likely that even if were operative issue question would be whether person

negligent for having allowed self to be in risk creating situation in first place in

light of disability > blind driving car

- Standard of rp is assessed according to knowledge at date of alleged negligence, not date

of judgement (Roe v Minister for Health; s 58(b))



EXAM → need to characterise what D conduct was, what specific actions/failures might be

reasonably foreseeable – what breached it? >> What did D do badly? OKAY TO NOTE

MULTIPLE THINGS

Determining whether the D fell short of SOC

- Subjective/objective test

o D knowingly exposes P to risk = breach

o D failed to have realised/rp would’ve realised exposing P to risk = breach

Reasonable Foreseeability

- Must be foreseeable that carelessness of same kind as D’s would result in some

kind of damage to P (s 48(1)(a); Wyong Shire Council v Shirt)

S 48(1)(a) Wrongs Act

- Person isn’t negligent in failing to take precautions against risk of harm unless the

risk was foreseeable (person knew or ought to have known)

Wyong Shire Council v Shirt (1980) HCA

- Foreseeability of the risk of injury and the likelihood of that risk occurring are

two different things

- In this case, the risk was that the ambiguity of the sign might induce people to

believe that the water was deep and therefore safe for water skiing

Not insignificant risk

- The risk of harm must be ‘not insignificant’ (s 48(1)(b) Wrongs Act)

- Not insignificant means the risk isn’t ‘far-fetched or fanciful’ (Wyong)

S 48(1)(b) Wrongs Act

- person isn’t negligent in failing to take precautions against a risk of harm unless

risk wasn’t insignificant
Wyong Shire Council v Shirt (1980)

- Not making any statement as to the probability of its occurrence, save that we are

implicitly asserting that the risk is not one that is far-fetched or fanciful

The negligence calculus

- D isn’t negligent unless, in circumstances, a reasonable person would’ve taken
precautions (s 48(1)(c); Wyong)

- In determining whether rp would’ve taken precautions, court will consider the

following:



- Probability of the harm occurring if care weren’t taken (s 48(2)(a))

o Greater probability of harm occurring, greater the degree of care a rp

would take (Bolton v Stone; RTA v Dederer)

- The likely seriousness of harm (s 48(2)(b))

o More serious harm is likely to be if harm eventuates, greater degree of

care that a rp would take (Paris v Stepney Borough Council)

o D’s knowledge with respect to any particular susceptibility of P to harm

will be taken into account

o According to what D knew or ought to have known (Paris)

- The burden of taking precautions to avoid risk of harm (s 48(2)(c))

o Greater the burden involved in taking relevant precautions, less likely that

rp would’ve taken such precautions (Graham Barclay Oysters; Romeo)

o S 49:

 Burden of precaution determined in light of burden of avoiding

similarly placed risks

 Fact that harm could be avoided by doing something differently

doesn’t itself evidence a breach

 Subsequent taking of a precautionary action doesn’t itself evidence

breach

→ EXAM: identify precautions that would need to be taken and then evaluate their burden

- The social utility of activity that creates risk of harm (s 48(2)(d))

o Greater public benefit flowing from D’s general activity, less likely that

rp would’ve taken precautions that would undermine the public benefit

(Roman Catholic Church v Hadba; Bolton v Stone; Romeo; Watt)

 D’s goal in undertaking actions has to be considered when
determining if breach (Watt)

 Focus is on value of D activity not P

 Commercial interests unlikely to be social benefit

 Emergency situations limited when risk of harm too great


